Many data sets on the web contain analogous data which represent the same resources in the world, so it is helpful to interlink different data sets for sharing information. However, finding correct links is very challenging because there are many instances to compare. In this paper, an interlinking method is proposed to interlink instances across different data sets. The input is class correspondences, property correspondences and a set of sample links that are assessed by users as either "positive" or "negative". We apply a machine learning method, Version Space, in order to construct a classifier, which is called interlinking pattern, that can justify correct links and incorrect links for both data sets. We improve the learning method so that it resolves the no-conjunctive-pattern problem. We call it Extended Version Space. Experiments confirm that our method with only 1% of sample links already reaches a high F-measure (around 0.96-0.99). The F-measure quickly converges, being improved by nearly 10% than other comparable approaches.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, many organizations and individuals publish RDF data sets on the web 1 , which tend to be more and more heterogeneous. Integrating heterogeneous data sets can help search web data efficiently. For example, without interlinking across library databases, a librarian has to manually browse different library databases to find a requested book, leading to response delay and mistakes.
Many existing solutions are being used for interlinking. (1) One straight-forward idea is to compare the property values of instances for identifying links [1] , yet it is impossible to compare all possible pairs of property values. (2) Another common strategy is to compare instances' property values with respect to property correspondences found by instancebased ontology matching [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , which can generate property correspondences based on instances. However, it is hard to identify the same instances across data sets, because there are the same instances whose property values of some property correspondences are not the same.
(3) Many existing solutions [9] , [10] , [11] leverage Genetic Programming to construct interlinking patterns for comparing instances, however they spend long running times for gaining high F-measures.
In order to link instances across two data sets precisely and efficiently, we design an interlinking method, which employs 1 http://lod-cloud.net/ a supervised learning method, called Version Space [12] , to generate a classifier for the interlinking task, which can cover all assessed correct links (or positive links) and exclude all assessed incorrect links (or negative links) meanwhile. This classifier is called an interlinking pattern. Assume that we are going to find out the same instances that refer to the same people from two data sets. One data set is in English, the other data set is in French. All pairs of the same instances contain two property correspondences name ↔ nom and sex ↔ gender. The interlinking pattern can be expressed as a conjunction of these two correspondences. Such a conjunctive formula can help classify pairs of instances into two classes. The pairs of instances that satisfy such a formula will be recognized as a link. The ones that do not satisfy such a formula will not be recognized as a link. The Version Space method is able to construct an interlinking pattern from a set of assessed links and a set of property correspondences across two corresponding classes as input. Nevertheless, it suffers from a serious limitation. It can only build the interlinking pattern that is represented by a conjunctive pattern, a conjunction of property correspondences that satisfies all positive links. If there is not such a conjunctive pattern, Version Space cannot produce any interlinking pattern, but a null result instead. Disjunctive Version Space is one model designed to overcome such a limitation. It is able to express the cases that cannot be represented by a conjunctive pattern, via a disjunction of conjunctive patterns. When there are several conjunctive patterns each of which satisfies only some but not all positive links, the interlinking pattern can be expressed into a disjunction of conjunctive patterns by Disjunctive Version Space. Whereas, the interlinking pattern it learns is often a long expression, which will significantly increase the interlinking running time. To this end, we propose an Extended Version Space algorithm, which includes (excludes) all positive links (negative links), with a much more concise expression than Disjunctive Version Space, which speeds up interlinking in turn.
We evaluate the proposed interlinking method and other comparable methods using a set of large-scale data sets and make comparisons on the F-measure and running time. Experiments confirm that our interlinking method with only 1% sample links can already return a fairly precise link set. The F-measures quickly converge to a higher level by nearly 10% than other interlinking approaches.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We formulate the interlinking problem in Section II, and introduce related works in Section III. In Section IV and Section V, we describe Version Space and the Extended Version Space algorithm respectively. Section VI presents the experimental results based on different data sets. Finally, we conclude the paper with the future work in Section VII.
II. THE DATA INTERLINKING PROBLEM
Given two data sets being RDF graphs g and g described by ontology o and o and an alignment between classes and properties of two ontologies o and o , the objective is to find an interlinking pattern that covers a set of links L such that i owl:sameAs i if and only if < i, i >∈ L.
We assume that a set of class correspondences and all property correspondences across each pair of corresponding classes are available for two interlinking data sets. Since an interlinking pattern can be transferred into an interlinking script, which is executed by the semi-automatic interlinking tool Silk 2 for generating links across two RDF data sets, our work will focus on leveraging the given correspondences and a set of sample user-assessed links to build a concise and precise interlinking pattern for the two data sets.
III. RELATED WORK
There are a group of related works that use Machine Learning [13] , [14] , [15] , [10] , [11] for learning the interlinking pattern.
Genetic Programming [16] is a supervised learning method that is used for learning interlinking patterns in some interlinking methods [9] , [11] , [10] , [13] . A genetic programming algorithm is proposed in the interlinking method of [9] . The method improves the interlinking patterns by changing the aggregation methods of combining property correspondences, so as to let the patterns be able to classify more assessed links. One of the most recent works on interlinking is proposed by Ngonga Ngomo et al. [10] . The method uses not only Genetic Programming but also Active Learning [17] to construct and improve the interlinking pattern. Active Learning is a learning strategy that actively chooses unlabeled examples which bring the biggest information and change to the classifier [17] . It helps speed up the learning process when there are a large amount of assessed links to be learned. The interlinking approach in this paper outperforms many other solutions like [13] and [9] . The F-measure of generated link set grows higher with the same amount of assessed links than [13] and [9] . Another recent work on interlinking by learning the interlinking pattern is proposed by Isele et al. [11] . It utilizes Genetic Programming to initialize a set of candidate interlinking patterns. A variety of changes are permitted to be applied on the selected patterns when crossing over and mutating fragments of the patterns.
Nevertheless, Genetic Programming is not a method suitable for interlinking at runtime. In each learning round, more than one interlinking pattern should be evaluated. The process of evaluating each interlinking pattern is to interlink the data sets with the interlinking pattern and compute the Precision, 2 http://www4.wiwiss.fu-berlin.de/bizer/silk/ Recall and F-measure of the generated link set. When interlinking data sets with each interlinking pattern, the computer should query each data set at least once in order to get instances' property values. The queries require I/O operations of the computer, which take a lot of running times. [14] is another interlinking work that uses Machine Learning for interlinking. The authors design a boolean classifier to distinguish correct links and incorrect links that are assessed by users. The boolean classifier is a conjunction of several property correspondences. However, there are many interlinking tasks whose links do not share the same set of property correspondences. Therefore, this method cannot interlink the data sets that cannot be classified by such a boolean classifier.
To conclude, a learning method that costs shorter time and is able to generate interlinking patterns for all interlinking tasks is required.
IV. VERSION SPACE
Version Space [12] , [18] is a supervised learning method that constructs and improves a set of classifiers by The learning process of Version Space can build several interlinking patterns (i.e., hypotheses for the interlinking task) which are able to precisely distinguish all assessed links across the data sets. More specifically, given a set of sample links assessed as either positive or negative by users, it can construct several interlinking patterns with several property correspondences being compatible with all of positive links and conflicting to all of negative links. For each pair of instances i and i that builds an assessed link, we apply an l-tuple (B (j) ), j = 1, . . . , l with a sequence of bit values to denote the similarities between property values of l pairs of corresponding properties. The bit value (denoted by B (j) ) is defined in Formula (1), where ≡ and ≡ refer to similarity and non-similarity between two property values i.p j and i .p j respectively. Each property comparison is determined by some similarity metric (such as "Levenshtein" [19] and "Jaccard" [20] ). The bit value is equal to 0 or 1 (denoted by 0|1 in the following text), representing non-similarity and similarity respectively. For example, if there are three property correspondences across two corresponding classes, then l is equal to 3, and then there will be eight possible tuples of similarity values, (0,0,0),(0,0,1),· · ·, (1, 1, 1) for all instance pairs between the two classes.
For each pair of corresponding properties between two corresponding classes, its similarity value is either 1 if the two property values i.p j and i .p j on an assessed link are the same based on a similarity metric or 0 otherwise. Then, a binary similarity sequence (BSS) for the property pair is shown in Formula (2), where P C 1 , P C 2 , . . . , P C l stand for l property correspondences, each either being equal to 1 (equal) or 0 (non-equal).
(P C 1 , PC 2 , . . . , P C l ) Binary Similarity Sequence = (0|1, 0|1, . . . , 0|1) (2) In general, the computed similarity of two property values may not exactly be equal to 0 or 1, but another decimal number in [0,1], such as 0.75. In our design, we always convert the similarity to a binary value with a threshold T . If the computed similarity value is larger than T , we assume that the similarity is 1. If the computed similarity value is equal to or smaller than T , we assume that the similarity is 0.
The input of the Version Space learning process is a set of binary similarity sequences. The output of the Version Space learning process is one or several interlinking patterns that cover all positive links and filter all negative links simultaneously, each of which is a conjunction of property correspondences. In machine learning, the input and output of a supervised learning algorithm are expressed with instance language and generalization language respectively [12] . With respect to the interlinking problem, the instance language of Version Space is a binary similarity sequence. Each bit of the instances' binary similarity sequences is either 0 or 1. The generalization language is also a binary similarity sequence, called a conjunctive pattern, but each bit of such a binary similarity sequence is 0, 1 or ×, where × = 0|1.
A. Problem of Version Space
In practice, there are many interlinking problem cannot be built an interlinking pattern by Version Space. In other words, it is possible that there is no conjunctive pattern that can cover all positive links and filter all negative links. An example is shown below: there are four assessed links, each having five property correspondences P C 1 , P C 2 , P C 3 , P C 4 , P C 5 . Link No.
Type
Negative (0, 0, 1, 0, 0)
In this example, with the two positive links, there is only one specialized pattern can be produced, which is (0,×,1,×,0). Given a negative link, we can derive a generalized pattern by traversing all binary similarity sequences that are conflicting to the negative link with at least one bit (e.g., property correspondence PC i ). For the above example, based on the third assessed link (a negative link), the candidate generalized patterns are binary similarity sequences: (0,×,×,×,×), (×,1,×,×,×), (×,×,0,×,×), (×,×,×,1,×), (×,×,×,×,1). Then, the generalized pattern with the first three links is supposed to be (0,×,×,×,×), in that only (0,×,×,×,×) contains all positive links that have been learned. When combining the fourth assessed link, however, a conflict arises, because there is no feasible conjunctive pattern that covers all the positive links and filters all the negative links simultaneously.
Disjunctive Version Space [18] adopted disjunctive constructor to solve the above problem. The instance language of Disjunctive Version Space is a binary similarity sequence. Each bit of the instances' binary similarity sequences is either 0 or 1. The generalization language is a disjunction of these binary similarity sequences. However, its output is represented in a more complicated format with a large number of binary similarity sequences, because the binary similarity sequences in the pattern cannot induce a more concise expression. The generalized pattern of Disjunctive Version Space of Example 3 is (0,0,0,0,0)∪(0,0,0,0,1)∪(0,0,0,1,0)∪(0,0,0,1,1)∪(0,0,1,0,1)∪ (0,0,1,1,0)∪(0,0,1,1,1)∪(0,1,0,0,0)∪(0,1,0,0,1)∪(0,1,0,1,0)∪ (0,1,0,1,1)∪(0,1,1,0,0)∪(0,1,1,0,1)∪(0,1,1,1,0)∪(0,1,1,1,1)∪ (1,0,0,0,0)∪(1,0,0,0,1)∪(1,0,0,1,0)∪(1,0,0,1,1)∪(1,0,1,0,1)∪ (1,0,1,1,0)∪(1,0,1,1,1)∪(1,1,0,0,0)∪(1,1,0,0,1)∪(1,1,0,1,0)∪ (1,1,0,1,1)∪(1,1,1,0,0)∪(1,1,1,0,1)∪(1,1,1,1,0)∪(1,1,1,1,1). In contrast, Extended Version Space, can not only cover all positive links and filter all negative links simultaneously, but we show that its expression is in a very concise representation. Extended Version Space deploys two operations MERGE and RESELECT, which are not used in Disjunctive Version Space, to construct a more concise interlinking pattern.
V. CONSTRUCTION OF AN INTERLINKING PATTERN VIA EXTENDED VERSION SPACE
The instance language of Extended Version Space is a binary similarity sequence. Each bit of the instances' binary similarity sequences is either 0 or 1. The generalization language is a disjunction of binary similarity sequences, called a disjunctive pattern. Each bit of the binary similarity sequences in the generalization language can be 0, 1 or ×.
A disjunctive pattern can be recursively represented as Formula (4), where (B (j) ) represents a binary similarity sequence with l bits, j = 1, . . . , l. P attern ::= (B (j) ) | P attern ∪ (B (j) ) (4) In this formula, ∪ denotes the union operation (i.e. disjunction) in set theory. This formula means that a pattern is either a binary similarity sequence, or a union of such sequences. We give a simple example based on the definition. Assume there are two data sets which are represented in English and French respectively, and we are given two sample links, each of which connects two instances and there are three property correspondences (name↔nom, sex↔gender, and supervisor↔directeur) to compare, i.e., three bits per binary similarity sequence. Assume these two links can be represented as binary similarity sequences (1,1,0) and (1,1,1) respectively, and they are both assessed as positive by users, implying that they are correct links. Then, the disjunctive pattern that satisfies both of the two links can be written as (1,1,0)∪(1,1,1), or in a concise format (1,1,×). A disjunctive pattern defined in Formula (4) can take over the cases Version Space cannot handle. As for Example 3, the disjunctive pattern can be written as (0,1,×,×,×)∪(0,0,1,1,×). This pattern can cover all positive links and filter all negative links, with a concise format. This method is called Extended Version Space. Note that neither the specialized pattern nor the generalized pattern of Extended Version Space is a set of interlinking patterns, each one maintains only one interlinking pattern whenever a new assessed link is learned. The reason is that when the disjunction operator is applied, we can always find out the most strict/general pattern whenever an assessed link is learned. The pseudo-code of the Extended Version Space method is shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 EXTENDED VERSION SPACE
Input: Binary Similarity Sequences of All Assessed Links Output: A Disjunctive Generalized Pattern P at G 1: P at S =∅; /*empty set*/ 2: P at G =(β (i) ) l×1 , where β (i) =×, i = 1, 2, . . . , l; /*universal set*/ 3: P at Ori =(ϕ (i) ), where ϕ (i) =×, i = 1, 2, . . . , l; 4: for (each assessed link (denoted by BSS link )) do 5: if (BSS link is marked as "positive") then 6: MERGE(P at S , BSS link ); 7: MERGE(P at G , BSS link ); 8: end if 9: if (BSS link is marked as "negative") then 10: if (∃ BSS, BSS link ⊆BSS, BSS∈P at Ori ) then 11: P at Ori = P at Ori −BSS; 12: for (BSS new ∈(BSS−BSS link )) do 13: MERGE(P at Ori , BSS new ); 14: end for 15: end if 16: P at G = RESELECT(P at Ori , P at S ); 17: end if 18: end for Algorithm 1 aims at generating a disjunctive pattern in the form of Formula (4). It separately processes assessed links one by one. The whole algorithm is split into two parts, based on whether the checked sample link is assessed as positive or not. The details are described below.
• If the current link is assessed as a positive one, the algorithm will check if it is covered by the current patterns (P at S and P at G ). Such a checking step is defined in the MERGE function. If yes, the specialized pattern and the current generalized pattern (P at G ) will stay unchanged. If not, we will merge the link represented in the form of binary similarity sequence (denoted as BSS link in the following text) into P at S such that the newly added link can be included by P at S . In the meantime, P at S will be reconstructed if the newly added link can induce a more concise expression, for example, replacing (0,1,1,1,0) and (1,1,1,1,0) by (×,1,1,1,0). Note that we should also revise P at G to make sure P at S ⊆ P at G . So we should also merge BSS link into P at G , if it cannot be included by P at G . Finally, we reconstruct P at G to be more concise as the way that P at S is done.
• If the current link is assessed as a negative one, we need to check if it can be included by P at Ori . If not, P at Ori stays the same. If yes, we need to delete the BSS link from P at Ori such that the negative link can be excluded by the new P at Ori . We should find out the BSS that is contained in P at Ori , which contains BSS link . Then, we need to delete BSS link from BSS.
We also need to delete BSS from P at Ori . Afterwards, we should add the rest binary similarity sequences that are contained in BSS into P at Ori . Then, P at Ori should be reconstructed further into a more concise expression (if possible). Finally, a RESELECT step removes from P at Ori the binary similarity sequences that cannot cover any binary similarity sequence in P at S , otherwise the number of binary similarity sequences in P at G would increase exponentially with more negative links learned. In general, this is not a must-do step, but Silk will perform quite slowly if too many binary similarity sequences are transformed in the script.
In this algorithm, we assume that there is no intersection between all positive links and all negative links. It means that users never mark wrongly. Therefore, all positive links are included by P at Ori , no matter whether they are included by P at S . Similarly, all negative links are not included by P at S , no matter whether they are included by P at Ori . Therefore, when a positive link is not included by P at S , we do not need to merge the link into P at Ori . Similarly, when a negative link is included by P at Ori , we do not need to remove it from P at S .
The key operations appearing in Algorithm 1 are described below.
1) MERGE operation:
The MERGE operation (denoted by MERGE(Pat, BSS link )) is used to check if the newly added BSS link is supposed to be inserted and merged with some binary similarity sequences in the pattern (denoted by BSS i P at ), such that the whole pattern can be represented in a more succinct way. This operation is one key difference between Extended Version Space and Disjunctive Version Space, which makes the interlinking pattern be represented in a more concise format. In order to formally define this operation, two other operations should be introduced.
• The first one is denoted by BSSMERGE(BSS i P at , BSS j P at ), with respect to two binary similarity sequences, such as BSS i P at and BSS j P at . Its formal definition is shown below.
where β (k) i denotes the kth bit of the pattern BSS i P at . BITMERGE in the above formula is a critical operation. Two examples are given to illustrate it here. (1) If BSS i P at = (×,1,1,1) and BSS link = (0,1,1,1), then BITMERGE(BSS i P at , BSS link ) = (×,1,1,1). (2) If B-SS i P at = (0,×,1,1) and BSS j P at = (1,×,1,1), then BIT-MERGE(BSS i P at , BSS j P at ) = (×,×,1,1). Obviously, the core of BITMERGE is to construct a concise pattern which is compatible with the given binary similarity sequences.
• The second one is called DIFF operation, also with respect to two binary similarity sequences, such as BSS i P at and BSS j P at . DIFF(BSS i P at ,BSS j P at ) is a function to compute the number of different bits between the two binary similarity sequences. For example, DIFF((0,1,1,1),(0,1,0,1)) = 1 and DIF-F((0,0,×,1),(0,1,0,0)) = 3.
Based on the definitions of BSSMERGE and DIFF, MERGE(P at, BSS link ) can be formally represented as a recursive function. Some examples are given to illustrate it later.
MERGE(P at, BSS
In Formula (6), the notation "−" means the difference operation on sets. In the above formula, if there exists a binary similarity sequence in the pattern which is equal to the link's binary similarity sequence, then the pattern stays unchanged. This means that the link is covered by the pattern. If all binary similarity sequences in the pattern that have more than one different bit with the link's binary similarity sequence, then the link should be inserted into the pattern. If there exists one binary similarity sequence in the pattern that has one different bit with the link's binary similarity sequence, then the link should be merged with such a binary similarity sequence. The newly produced binary similarity sequence should be further merged with other binary similarity sequences in the pattern if possible. The computation is recursively performed until there are no binary similarity sequences to merge. Finally, the new produced binary similarity sequence is inserted into the pattern. If the pattern is empty, then the link should be inserted into the pattern.
Here, several examples are given to illustrate the computation of MERGE(Pat,BSS link ), supposing the current pattern P at = (0,1,1,×,×)∪(1,0,1,0,0).
• If BSS link = (1,0,1,0,0), since there exists one binary similarity sequence (1,0,1,0,0) in the current pattern such that DIFF(BSS link ,(1,0,1,0,0))=0, the returned new pattern stays unchanged (i.e., the first situation in Formula (6)).
• If BSS link = (1,1,1,0,1), since DIFF value is always no less than 2 for any binary similarity sequence in the current pattern, the new pattern should be represented as P at∪BSS link = (0,1,1,×,×)∪(1,0,1,0,0)∪(1,1,1,0,1).
• If BSS link = (1,1,1,0,0), since DIF-F((1,0,1,0,0),BSS link ) = DIFF((1,0,1,0,0),(1,1,1,0,0)) = 1, the new pattern should be (0,1,1,×,×)∪(1,×,1,0,0).
2) RESELECT operation:
The RESELECT operation removes from P at Ori the binary similarity sequences that cannot cover any binary similarity sequence in P at S . This operation is the other key difference between Extended Version Space and Disjunctive Version Space, which also makes the interlinking pattern be represented in a more concise format. It can be formally defined as follows, where BSS P atOri and BSS P atS are referred to as the binary similarity sequence in P at Ori and the binary similarity sequence in P at S respectively.
RESELECT(P at Ori , P at S ) = {BSS P atOri | ∃ BSS P atS , BSS P atS ⊆ BSS P atOri } ∪ {BSS P atS | ∃ BSS P atOri , BSS P atS ⊆ BSS P atOri }
The RESELECT operation is used to reduce the size of P at G : the binary similarity sequence in P at Ori can be maintained if and only if it covers at least one binary similarity sequence belonging to P at S . Although the existence of other irrelevant binary similarity sequences in P at Ori does not break the relationship P at S ⊆P at Ori , these binary similarity sequences will degrade the Silk interlinking speed. Hence, it is necessary to maintain the relevant binary similarity sequences in P at Ori and remove irrelevant ones meanwhile. Besides, the binary similarity sequences in P at S that are not subsumed by any binary similarity sequence in P at Ori should also be added into P at G .
In the end of Algorithm 1, the converged generalized pattern will act as the final output. The algorithm will terminate when there is no assessed link to be learned. The soundness of the algorithm has been proved [21] . But it is not sure if there exist a pattern, the algorithm will find it (completeness). We did not encounter a case when doing interlinking experiments that are described in Section VI, in which the algorithm does not find a pattern while there exist one.
VI. EVALUATION
The interlinking method in this paper is evaluated based on public data sets mainly downloaded from IM@OAEI 2010 3 (data sets Person1 and Person2), IM@OAEI 2012 4 (data sets Sandbox001) and CKAN 5 (geographical data sets INSEE and EUROSTAT). Silk is used here to generate a link set across two RDF data sets by executing an interlinking script that is transferred from an interlinking pattern, because it is an open source software.
A. Experimental Setting
A set of sample links are created for constructing and improving the interlinking pattern by Extended Version Space. We use K-medoids clustering method to cluster the properties of every class for each data set based on the statistics (e.g., the average value of properties), and then determine which pairs of properties between two classes across data sets can be regarded as potential property correspondences. The sample links are generated by Silk according to a pattern that combines all property correspondences into a disjunction of property correspondences. It means that any instance pair that have the same property values of any potential property correspondences will be linked as a sample link. These sample links are assessed by users and used to construct and improve an interlinking pattern afterwards.
The F-measure and runtime are computed every 10 assessed links. If the interlinking procedure stops before learning 100 assessed links, we assume that the F-measure and runtime keep on the same level as the one when the procedure stopped, in order to evaluate our interlinking method with other works when the learning process stops with 100 assessed links.
The experiments in Section VI-B1 are performed on each data set 5 times with a single thread and allocated maximally 2GB of RAM. The experiments in Section VI-B2 are performed on each data set 5 times with 4 threads and allocated maximally 2GB of RAM. Active Learning [22] is applied to select sample links to be assessed by users for reducing the number of assessed links. There are different links that are used to improve the interlinking pattern for different experiments. Thus, the precisions and recalls of generated link sets and running times of each interlinking task to be shown are the average values under 5 experiments. F-measures of generated link sets are computed with regard to the average precisions and average recalls of each interlinking task. The F-measures and running times of Extended Version Space are computed by executing interlinking with interlinking patterns when the assessed links are transferred into binary similarity sequences with the threshold T =0.5. According to our experiment, this threshold can lead to a relatively higher F-measures and lower running times of Extended Version Space than other thresholds.
Our interlinking method is implemented by Java 1.6+, and the experiments are performed on a desktop computer (2.5GHz 8-core CPU, memory size=32GB, 64-bit operating system). The experimental results are stored in RDF files.
B. Evaluation Results

1) Comparison with Genetic Programming: This section compares the F-measure and running time of Extended Version
Space with related works [10] , [9] that use Genetic Programming for interlinking.
Through Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 , we can observe that the interlinking method of this paper performs better than the approaches proposed by Ngonga Ngomo et al. [10] , [9] , based on the same two data sets Person1 and Person2. In both figures, our method is denoted as EVS. The three comparable methods of Ngonga Ngomo et al. are denoted as EAGLE, CL, WD respectively. CL and WD are two interlinking methods that combines EAGLE with two different Active Learning methods. Both Active Learning methods classify sample links into several groups according to the similarity sequence that are composed of similarities of property values according to each property correspondence. The figures show the best convergence results that are presented in their paper [10] . We compare F-measures and running times of Extended Version Space with the ones of the related works when they achieve their best F-measures with 100 initial population of Genetic Programming. We do not implement EAGLE, CL and WD, because the correspondence discovering method [23] required by the three methods is not a open-source method. The only difference on execution is that Extended Version Space is executed with a CPU of 2.5GHz, while the other three works are executed with a CPU of 2.0GHz. Since most of running time is spent on I/O operations, which are required to extract data from data sets, the difference of CPU does not influence the running times of both interlinking methods. Fig. 1 shows the F-measure comparisons on two interlinking tasks Person1 and Person2. With respect to the data set Person1, the final converged F-measure under EVS is much higher than the best ones of EAGLE, CL and WD (0.99 versus 0.86, 0.88 and 0.89 respectively). The F-measure of EVS stays on a high level when there are more than 20 assessed links. For the interlinking task Person2, the final converged F-measure of EVS is 0.96, while the ones of EAGLE, CL and WD are all roughly 0.77. Extended Version Space achieves better F-measures in the interlinking task Person1 and Person2 than EAGLE, CL and WD. We can also observe that Extended Version Space converges faster than EAGLE, CL and WD. Extended Version Space has better F-measures than Ngonga Ngomo et al.'s work by about 10% in both interlinking tasks. This is mainly due to the fact that Extended Version Space builds a disjunctive pattern, which can cover positive links and filter out negative links more comprehensively. However, the operations mutation and crossover of Genetic Programming make some changes on some randomly-chosen parts of the interlinking pattern. These two operations may cause the interlinking pattern to cover less positive links and filter less negative links, so that F-measures decrease accordingly.
Note that there are about 10,446 sample links and 6845 sample links for the two data sets respectively while there are 60 sample links and 80 sample links used by Extended Version Space for improving the interlinking pattern (only 1% of the total sample links), which means a quite high interlinking efficiency. Extended Version Space reaches high F-measures with shorter running times than other related works on both interlinking tasks. As for the interlinking task Person1, Extended Version Space spends shorter time than other works when there are more than 10 assessed link. The interlinking procedure stops after learning 60 assessed links, because there is no more binary similarity sequences that have not been learned. There are totally 57 different binary similarity sequences in the interlinking task Person1. The running time of Extended Version Space stays at 73 seconds with a higher F-measure 0.99 by referring to Fig. 1 (a) . Thus, comparing to other interlinking methods, Extended Version Space reaches higher F-measures with a relatively shorter time in Person1. As for data set Person2, the running times of Extended Version Space are shorter than other related works after learning 10 assessed links. The interlinking procedure stops after learning 80 assessed links, in that there is no more binary similarity sequences that have not been learned. There are totally 71 different binary similarity sequences in the interlinking task Person2. The reason for the efficiency of Extended Version Space is that it executes only one interlinking pattern in each round, but Genetic Programming executes more than one interlinking pattern, which requires more running times. Thus, Extended Version Space can reach high F-measures with shorter time.
We also can observe that Extended Version Space spends less time on the interlinking task Person1 than the interlinking task Person2. Because there are fewer different binary similarity sequences of the interlinking task Person1 than the ones of the interlinking task Person2. Since the interlinking pattern is composed of different binary similarity sequences of assessed links, the size of the interlinking pattern is decided by the number of different binary similarity sequences. In Person1, all correct links are transferred into 17 different binary similarity sequence groups. While in Person2, all correct links are transferred into 46 different binary similarity sequence groups. Thus, the interlinking pattern of Person2 will definitely become larger than the one of Person1 when more assessed links are learned. When the interlinking pattern is larger, there are more I/O operations that are required by Silk script when generating links. Therefore, the running times of Person2 become longer than the ones of Person1 when more assessed links are learned.
To conclude, Extended Version Space performs better than other related works because of the following reasons. Genetic Programming searches for the suitable interlinking pattern by evaluating more than one interlinking patterns during each learning round. The evaluation is realized by executing each interlinking pattern to generate a link set, which will increase a lot of running time with many I/O operations. Furthermore, crossover and mutation operations of Genetic Programming easily cause the instability of the interlinking pattern, which will make the F-measure decrease in the meanwhile. In contrast, Extended Version Space does not need to evaluate more than one interlinking pattern during each learning round. It does not change the interlinking pattern with crossover and mutation operations but with informative assessed links. Therefore, it reaches high F-measure with shorter time than other related works.
2) Comparison with Disjunctive Version Space: This section compares F-measures and running times of Extended Version Space and the ones of Disjunctive Version Space on different data sets.
The F-measures and running times of Extended Version Space and Disjunctive Version Space are computed by executing interlinking with the generalized patterns of both learning methods when the assessed links are transferred into binary similarity sequences with the threshold T =0.5. There is an exception. If there is no negative link's binary similarity sequence being learned, the generalized pattern is a universal expression which contains all correct and incorrect links. Thus, it cannot be used for generating links. In this case, we compute the F-measures by executing interlinking with the specialized patterns of both methods.
We do not generate links with the generalized pattern of Disjunctive Version Space but with the one of Disjunctive Version Space after the operation MERGE of Extended Version Space. The operation is defined in Section V-1. On the one hand, the F-measures of the generated link set by executing the generalized pattern after merging are the same with the one before merging. On the other hand, the running times of the generalized pattern before merging are definitely longer than the ones of the generalized pattern after merging. If we can show that the running times of the generalized pattern after merging are longer than the ones of Extended Version Space, the running times of Extended Version Space will definitely be shorter than the ones of Disjunctive Version Space. Extended Version Space converges faster than merged Disjunctive Version Space when interlinking Person1 and Person2 in Fig. 3 . In Fig. 3(a) , the F-measure of Extended Version Space increases to 0.98 when there are 20 assessed links. While merged Disjunctive Version Space should learn 60 assessed links so as to reach the similar level of F-measure. As for running time, Disjunctive Version Space spends 2300 more seconds to reach the similar F-measure as Extended Version Space when there are 60 assessed links. In Fig. 3(b) , the Fmeasure of Extended Version Space reaches 0.96 when there are 50 assessed links, but merged Disjunctive Version Space should learn 70 assessed links to gain the same F-measure. As for running time, Disjunctive Version Space spends 1300 more seconds to reach the same F-measure of Extended Version Space when there are 70 assessed links. Extended Version Space converges faster than merged Disjunctive Version Space when interlinking the data sets INSEE and EUROSTAT and Sandbox001 in Fig. 4 . In Fig.  4(a) , Extended Version Space converges at the same speed with merged Disjunctive Version Space. Both of their Fmeasure reach 0.99 when there are 10 assessed links. But merged Disjunctive Version Space spends longer running time than Extended Version Space. In Fig. 4(b) , the F-measure of merged Disjunctive Version Space is 0.07 no matter how many assessed links are learned. In contrast, the F-measure of Extended Version Space reaches 0.94 when there are 10 assessed links. F-measure of Extended Version Space is always much higher than the one of merged Disjunctive Version Space in each learning round, although merged Disjunctive Version Space spends nearly 90 seconds more to improve the interlinking pattern.
To conclude, Extended Version Space converges faster to a higher F-measure with shorter running times than Disjunctive Version Space. Since there is a RESELECT operation in Extended Version Space, only binary similarity sequences that are relevant to assessed correct links are maintained in the generalized pattern of Extended Version Space (i.e., P at G ). However, the generalized pattern of merged Disjunctive Version Space (i.e., P at Ori ) contains not only relevant binary similarity sequences but also irrelevant ones that cover many incorrect links. Furthermore, the generalized pattern of Extended Version Space is usually more concise than the one of merged Disjunctive Version Space, which requires less I/O operations for querying data sets when generating links. Thus, the running time of Extended Version Space is less than the one of merged Disjunctive Version Space. Since the generalized pattern of Disjunctive Version Space definitely spends longer running time than the one of merged Disjunctive Version Space, Extended Version Space converges to a higher F-measure with shorter running times than Disjunctive Version Space.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we proposed Extended Version Space to construct an interlinking pattern across two RDF data sets. The advantage of our design is its high F-measure as well as processing efficiency with relatively short running time. We evaluate different solutions using various public data sets. Experiments confirm that our method with only 1% of sample links already reaches a high F-measure (around 0.96-0.99). The F-measure quickly converges in our solution, which improves by nearly 10% on other interlinking approaches. In the future, we plan to evaluate our interlinking method with more data sets, which have different qualities on class/property correspondences. We also plan to implement our interlinking method in an ontology matching tool so as to help improve the generated ontology alignment.
